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$1. INTRODUCTIOK 
IT IS the object of this paper to set up a bundle theory for (polyhedral) homology manifolds, 
analogous to the theory for /‘L-manifolds in [2]. We succeed in constructing a normal 
bundle for an embedding of one homology manifold in another, whose isomorphism class 
depends only on the concordance class of the embedding. 
Section 2 is concerned with preliminary material on homology manifolds and A-sets, 
and our bundle theory is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we shall prove that the isomor- 
phism classes of bundles form a representable functor on suitable categories, and finally in 
Section 5 we prove the existence and uniqueness theorems for normal bundles. 
Applications to cobordism of homology manifolds, and other examples and applica- 
tions, will follow in later papers. 
$2. HOMOLOGY ICLkhiIFOLDS, HOMOLOGY CELL COMPLE.XES 
AND 1-SETS 
2.1 Homology manifolds 
A compact polyhedron M is a homology n-manifold (or just an n-manifold, if no ambiguity 
arises) if there exists a triangulation K such that, for all x E lK\, H,(Lk(x, K)) is isomorphic 
either to H*(S”-‘) or to H,(point) (Lk(x, K) is the boundary of the simplicial neighbour- 
hood N(x, K) of x). 
It can be seen that this definition is independent of the triangulation chosen, and that 
the boundary of M, 8M = {xl H,(Lk(x)) E’ H,(point)} is a closed homology (n - l)- 
manifold, which is a subcomplex of any triangulation of M (for the proofs of these and 
other results on homology manifolds, see [I], Chapter 5). M is orient&e if H,(M, 8~) g 2; 
the usual Alexander-Poincare and Lefschetz duality theorems hold if hl is orientable (and 
without this hypothesis if we use Zz or twisted integer coefficients). 
If M is a closed n-manifold, and N c M is a submanifold of codimension 0, then 
cl[M - N] is also a submanifold of codimension 0, and dN = N n cl[M - NJ = 
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Zcl[,Cf - ,VJ. More generally, if ‘II and N are n-manifolds, and i\f n N = L7.M n ?N is an 
(12 - 1)-manifold, then %I u iV is an n-manifold with boundary cl[ZhI u ZiV - 2.U n ZN]. 
If Al and N are manifolds of dimension m, n respectively, then Bi x N is an (m + n)- 
manifold, and ?(&I x N) = c’,U x N u M x SN; moreover iC1 x N is orientable if and only 
if both M and are. If and N have non-empty M N is special case 
a manifold in general triad (M; P, Q) consists of an n-manifold IW and (n - l)- 
manifolds P and Q such that i-;tf = P u Q and dP = P n Q = ZQ. 
Two closed n-manifolds &f, N are cobordunt if there exists an (II + 1)-manifold W such 
that 2W is the disjoint union of iLI and N. More generally, if hl and N are manifolds with 
boundary, they are cobordunt if there exists an (n + 1)-manifold W such that SW = M u 
W, u N, where W, is a cobordism between altl and dN. W is an H-cobordism if H*( W, M) = 
H,(W, N) = H,( W,,, 3M) = H,(W,, aN> = 0. An H-cobordism of triads is similarly 
defined. 
2.2. Homology cell complexes 
If h1 is a closed homology (n - I)-manifold, and H,(M) % H*(S”-I), we shall call Ma 
homology (n - I)-sphere; similarly a homology n-d& is an (orientable) homology n-manifold 
with boundary, M, such that R*(M) = 0 (in this case, dlt/ is a homology (n - I)-sphere). A 
simplicial complex that is the cone aL on a triangulation L of a homology (n - I)-sphere or 
(t1 - I)-disc is called a /lomo/ogy n-cell; L u a(aL) is the boundary of the cell (just L if 
aL = a), and the set of simplexes not in the boundary is called the interior. 
A simplicial complex K is a homology cell complex if it is a union of homology cells, such 
that: 
(i) each simplex is in the interior of exactly one cell; 
(ii) if aL is a cell, then a(ZL) and L are unions of cells (just L if aL = 0); 
(iii) there exists a total ordering of the vertices of K such that, if aL is a cell and b E L, 
then b < a. 
(Condition (iii) is necessary for induction arguments.) A subcomplex of K is a cellular sub- 
complex if it is a union of cells of K: it is easy to see that conditions (i)-(G) hold for such a 
subcomplex, and that the union and intersection of two cellular subcomplexes are again 
cellular subcomplexes. 
As an example, let K be an ordered simplicial complex. Then K is a homology cell 
complex if the cells are taken to be the individual simplexes, where the simplex G is taken to 
be the cone whose vertex is the “largest ” vertex of 6. Observe that, if L is a simplicial sub- 
complex of K, then it is also a cellular subcomplex. Again, if 1 K( is a homology n-manifold, 
the “dual cells” form a homology cell decomposition of K’, where the cell with vertex 6, 
D(a, K), consists of all simplexes of the form (a,, . . . , SJ, where 0 5 a, < *** < o, in 
K (D(o, K) is a cone on a homology sphere if 0 .$ JK, and a cone on a homology disc if 
0 E 8K. The cells D(G, aK) (a E dK) are included in the cell decomposition, and the vertices d 
are ordered in inverse order of the dimensions of D. Observe that we can easily generalize to 
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the dual cell decomposition of a triad (:\I; P, Q): this time the celis are D(o, M), D(o, P), 
D(a, Q) and D(o, P n Q).) 
If K is a homology cell complex, it can also be taken to be a cell complex with the 
individual simplexes as cells, since K is automatically an ordered simplicial complex. This is 
a special case of a szrbdicision of a cell complex: in general, if K is a homology cell complex, a 
subdicisiorr K’ is a reorganization of the simplexes of K into homology cells, in such a way 
that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, and the interior of each cell of K’ is contained in the 
interior of a (unique) cell of K with the same vertex (hence condition (iii) holds for K’, with 
the same ordering as before). Observe that each cell of K is a union of cells of K’, so that a 
cellular subcomplex L of K becomes a cellular subcomplex L’ of K’. 
If K and L are homology cell complexes, then so is K x L. For if aP, bQ are cells of K, L 
respectively, we may assume inductively that P x bQ u aP x Q is a cell complex, and then 
take aP x bQ to be the cone (a, b)(P x bQ u aP x Q) (it is easy to order the vertices of 
K x L so that (c, d) < (a, 6) if c < a and d I b or c I a and d < b). 
Finally, the notion of collapsing can easily be extended to homology cell complexes. If 
K is a homology cell complex, C is a homology n-cell, and D is an (n - I)-cell in the boundary 
of C, which is not properly contained in any other cell, then the process of passing from 
K to K-C-D is an elementary celldar collapse, and we write K > L if L can be obtained 
from K by a finite sequence of elementary cellular collapses. Of course, if K > L it is not 
necessarily true that IL1 is a deformation retract of (K(, but if i : [L( + jK( is the inclusion 
map, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that i, : H,(L) -+ H,(K) is isomorphic. 
2.3 A-Sets 
(For details, see [3].) Let A” be the standard (ordered) n-simplex in RnC1, and let A be 
the category whose objects are A”(n 2 O), and whose morphisms are the simplicial monomor- 
phisms that are order-preserving on vertices. A A-set (A-grolrp, etc.) is a contravariant 
functor from A to the category of sets (groups, etc.). Given A-sets X and Y, a A-map f: 
X -+ Y is a natural transformation of functors. 
If X is a A-set, we shall write X (“) for X(A”), the set of n-simpkxes; if ). : A” -+ A” is a 
morphism in A, we shall write 1.’ for X(A) : Xl”’ --f Xr”’ (A# is a face map). Thus for example 
an ordered simplicial complex K determines a A-set (also denoted by K), by taking K(“) to 
be the set of all order-preserving simplicial monomorphisms from A” to K, with face maps 
defined by composition. In particular, A” itself may be regarded as a A-set; the ith. horn 
A,, i is the subcomplex defined by 
Ar\ = 
’ ( 
(A”)‘“‘, k I n - 2 
IZi,k>n, 
/jE; I) = (A”)(“- l) - a,(A”), 
where 8, is the ith face map. 
A A-set X is a Kan A-set if every A-map f: A,, i + X extends over A”, and a A-map 
p : E -+ B is a Kau jibration if, whenever we are given A-maps f: A,, ; -+ E and g : A” -_) B 
extending pf, g can be lifted to h : A” + E, extending f, such that ph = g. 
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Given a A-set X, the reafiration /X/ is the CW-complex formed from 
by identifying (a, J_x) with (2#a, x) for all face maps i. ‘. A A-map f: A'+ Y induces a con- 
tinuous map [fl : 1 Xl + 1 Y/ in the obvious way. 
Given A-sets X and Y, there is defined the product A-set X @ Y. If X and Y are ordered 
simplicial complexes, this coincides with the triangulation of X x Y defined by the orderings 
(with no extra vertices), and in general (X @ Yj is naturally homeomorphic to 1x1 x ) Y{ 
(where 1 X( x ( YI is topologized so as to be a CW-complex). A-Maps f, g : X + Y are 
homotopic if they are restrictions of a A-map F : X @ I -+ Y; if Y is Kan then f z g if and 
only if If[ N 191. 
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Let K be a homology cell complex. A polyhedron E is called a space ocer K if E is the 
union of compact polyhedra E(C), one for each cell C of K, such that: 
(i) if C c D are cells of K, then E(C) is a PL-subspace of E(D); 
(ii) given cells C, D in K, E(C) n E(D) = UE(B), where B runs over all cells in C n D. 
Definition 3. I. A space E over K is a homology cobordism bundle, with Jibre S”, if 
(i) given C, an m-cell of K, E(C) is an (n + m)-manifold, with boundary E(dC), 
where E(X) = UE(D), for all D c C, D # C; 
(ii) for each cell C, there is a space G over the cell complex consisting of C with all sub- 
cells, such that for each D c C, G(D) is an H-cobordism between E(D) and D x 9”. 
Normally we shall just say “E is an S”-bundle over K.” Similarly, if D” is the unit 
n-disc, a space E over K is a D”-bundle if: 
(i) given C, an m-cell of K, E(C) is an (n + m)-manifold, whose boundary contains 
E(dC) as a submanifold of codimension 0; 
(ii) for each cell C, there is a space G over the complex consisting of C with all 
subcells, such that for each B c C, G(B) is an H-cobordism of triads between (E(B); E(aB), 
E(B)) and (B x D”; aB x D”, B x P-l), where E(B) = cl[dE(B) - E(aB)]. 
Indeed, it is clear that we could generalize Definition 3.1 to allow as fibre any homology 
manifold, possibly with boundary. 
Given an S”-bundle E over K, consider cells C, 1 D c C, in K. If the H-cobordisms 
associated with C,, C, are G,, G, respectively, then we can glue together G,(D) and G,(D) to 
get an H-cobordism between D x S” and itself, which therefore specifies an automorphism 
of H,(D x S”). If the H-cobordisms G can be chosen in such a way that in this situation the 
automorphism is always the identity, E is said to be orientable, and a choice of G’s is an 
orientation for E; the definition of an orientable D”-bundle is similar. Observe that, if E is 
oriented, the H-cobordisms between D x S” and itself preserve the orientation of the 
manifold D x S” (proof by induction on the dimension of 0). Hence an S” or D”-bundle E 
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is orientable if and only if we can orient the celIs C and the E(C)‘s (as manifolds) SO that, 
given B c C and dim B = dim C - I, the orientation of E(C) induces the correct orientation 
on E(B) if and only if the orientation of C induces the correct orientation on B: this is 
because it is always possible to make the G’s “orientation-preserving”, by composing if 
necessary with C x H, where H is the mapping cylinder of an orientation-reversing homeo- 
morphism of S” or D”. 
Definition 3.2, Given S”-(D”-)bundles E, F over K, an isomorphism between E and F 
is a space G over K, such that for each cell C, G(C) is an H-cobordism of pairs (triads) 
between E(C) and F(C). We write G : I?= F, and say that E is trivial if it is isomorphic to 
K x S” (K x D”). 
If E and Fare oriented bundles, we can make the obvious definition of an orientation- 
preserving isomorphism. 
If E and F are bundles over K, and L is a cellular subcomplex of K, the restriction of 
E (F) to L, El L (Fj L), is defined in the obvious way; if E g F then El L g F] L. 
If E is a D”-bundle over K, it is clear that E, the space over K consisting of all E(C) 
as in Definition 3.1, is an S”-’ -bundle over K; also that, if E and F are isomorphic 
D”-bundles over K, then E z F. Indeed, this process sets up a (I-I)-correspondence between 
the isomorphism classes of D*- and S”-r-bundles over K. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a (1-1)-correspondence between the isomorphism classes of 
D”- and S”- ‘-bundles over K. 
Proof Suppose first given D”-bundles E, F over K, and an isomorphism G : E z F. 
Extend G to an isomorphism between E and F by induction on the m-cells C of K: assume 
that G has already been defined over JC, so that we have G between E(X) u E(C) = aE(C) 
and F(X) u F(C) = aF(C). But then an easy Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that 
E(C) u G u F(C) is a homology (n + m)-sphere, and so may be filled in by a cone, to 
extend G over C. Hence E z F. 
Now suppose given an s”- ’ -bundle E over K. Again, extend E to a D”-bundle E by 
induction on the cells C: suppose that E has been defined over dC, so that we have 
E(X) u E(C). This is easily seen to be a homology (n + m - l)-sphere, which once again 
may be filled in by a cone, E(C). And a similar argument shows that E satisfies Definition 3.1 
(ii). 
Note. If we fill in over each cell aL the cone a[E(L) u E(aL)] (using the ordering of 
vertices in K), we may ensure that the extension of E to E contains K as a “zero cross- 
section “; thus in particular K N E since each E(C) is contractible. Hence, to within isomor- 
phism, every disc bundle may be assumed to possess a zero cross-section. 
It also follows from Proposition 3.3 that we can do anything for D”-bundles that we 
can do for Y-‘-bundles; thus, we shall usually give our arguments for sphere fibres only. 
We need to know that the total space of a bundle over a manifold is again a manifold. 
Here in particular we shall prove this only for sphere bundles, since it will be clear how to 
adapt the proof to disc bundles. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Cicen an Y-bundle E orer K, where /Kj is a (homolog;;) m-matlifold, 
then E is an (m + n)-manifold, and 2E = E Id]K 1. A similar result holds for isomorphisms G 
between bundles E, F : G is an (m + n + I)-manifofd, and 2G = E v G 151 K u F. 
Proof. Let x E 6 in K, where dim c = r, and a is in the interior of the r-cell C of K. For 
each s-ceI1 D 2 C, Lk(x, 0) is an (s - I)-block with boundary Lk(x, do), in the sense of 
[I, Chapter 43 (Lk(x, C) is a homology (r - l)-sphere). Similarly, if f-’ is a point of E(C) 
- aE(C), then each Lko, E(D)) 1s an (n + s - 1)-block, with boundary Lkb. E(aD)). We 
therefore have block chain complexes 
. . . -+ A,.-, + 0, for fi&Lk(x, K)), 
. . . + Bn+r-1 -+ 0, for fi,(Lkb, E)), 
where clearly A, z B,,,; we now construct a chain isomorphism 0 : A --) B. This is done 
inductively, starting with 0 : A,_, + B,+,_l. 
Now Lk(x, C) is a homology (r - 1)-sphere: choose a representative cycle z for a 
generator of H,_,. Also Lkb, E(C)) IS a homology (n + r - I)-sphere: choose a repre- 
sentative cycle w for H,+r_l, and set f?(z) = w. 
Next, suppose that 6 has been extended to a chain isomorphism as far as 0 : A,_, + 
B,+,_l, and choose an (s + I)-cell D r> C. Now the boundary of Lk(x, D) is Lk(x, 8D) = 
u Lk(x, P), for C c P c D, dim P = s. For each such P, we have a representative cycle zp 
for a generator of H,_,(Lk(x, P), Lk(x, aP)>, and just one linear combination C+z, (or 
its negative) will do as a representative cycle for Lk(x, dD): it is defined by 8(X 2 zp) = 0, and 
we may define zg by az, = X iz,. But 
a(c + wp) = a(c + eZp) 
= eqc + zp) 
= 0, 
so that we may also define w,, a representative cycle for Lk(y, E(D)), by SW, = I: + )vp. If 
we then set 0(z,) = bvg, 0 is still a chain isomorphism. Thus the inductive step is complete. 
This proves that fi,(Lk(x, K)) z fl”+,(Lk(y, E)), and so establishes the assertions 
about E. The similar results for G are proved by an easy Mayer-Vietoris argument, 
applied to the space obtained from two copies G,, G, of G by identifying corresponding 
points of E and corresponding points of F. 
Observe that, if IKI is an orientable manifold, and E is an orientable bundle, then E is 
an orientable manifold. 
In order to prove, in Section 4, that the set of isomorphism classes of S”-bundles over a 
homology cell complex K is a representable functor, we need to know also that bundles over 
(cellularly) collapsible cell complexes are trivial. The basic situation here is the following: 
suppose C is a homoIogy m-cell, and D is an (tn - I)-cell in dC; write X = cI[dC - D]. 
Given S”-bundles E, F over C, we wish to be able to extend an isomorphism E/X z F( X 
over the whole of C. 
THEOREM 3.5. Given an isomorphism G : E (X z F/X, G can be extended to an isomor- 
phism betnseen E and F. 
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Proof. Define a new S”-bundle over C, calied (E(X) x I, by setting (EJX x Z)(C) = 
EIX x I, (El X x Z)(D) = E/SD x I u E/Xx (11, and identifying EIX x (0) with EIX. 
Certainly this defines a space over C, that satisfies Definition 3.1(i), although (ii) is not 
quite so obvious. Hovvever, the fact that El Xz X x S” shows that El X x Z E (C x Sn)iX 
x Z, so that to prove (ii) it is sufficient to show that (C x S”)lX x Zz C x s”. This 
isomorphism is defined by constructing an N-cobordism between X x I and C, and then 
taking the product with s”. 
To construct the ZZ-cobordism, first fill in X x I between X x (0) and Xc K: see 
Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. 
The boundary of the resulting manifold is X x {I) u dD x I u 8D x I u D, which is a 
homology (m - I)-sphere Y, say: thus we may fill in the cone C Y between A’ x (I} u dD x Z 
and D. Having filled in CY, we now have a closed manifold Z, say, which is a homology 
/n-sphere: thus we may finally fill in CZ, which is easily seen to be the required H-cobordism. 
To return to the original bundles E and Fover C, we have isomorphisms H : E g C x S”, 
J: F z C x S” and G : EIX z FIX. There is thus a sequence of isomorphisms: 
E~CxS”*‘~‘E,XxZG~‘I:,X~Z”~‘C~Sn~F. 
Certainly this provides an isomorphism between E and F, but unfortunately it does not 
extend the original G. Indeed, over X it is: 
/I/X XXS”XI *IX XXS”‘xI 
E[XrXxS” z XxS”r E,X~F,XJLcxS” z XxS”J~F,X. 
However, if we attach (HIX) x I along (HIX) u (X x S” x I) u (H(X), and (JlX) x I 
along (.I1 X) u (A’ x S” x I) u (JIX), the isomorphism over X is now: 
ElXXI 
ElXr EjX: Fi‘?LTjX 
(an easy Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that the resulting manifold still provides an 
isomorphjsm between E and F). Finally, attach G x Zalong (EIX x Z) u G u (F(Xx I), so 
as to produce a new isomorphism which is just G over X. 
It is easy to see that, if E and Fare oriented bundles, then the extension of G over C is 
orientation-preserving if G is. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Given Y-bundles E, F over K, where K,L L, and an isomorphism 
G : El L z FI L, G can be extended to an isomorphism between E and F (which is orientation- 
preserving if G is). 
COROLLARY 3.7. If E is an S*-bundle over K, and K & point, then E is tricial. 
We end this section by proving that orientable bundles over S’ are trivial. This depends 
on the following result on orientation-preserving H-cobordisms of S”. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G be an orientation-preserving H-cobordism between S” and itself. 
Then there exists an H-cobordism H between G and S” x I, which between aG and S” x (0, I} 
is just two copies of S” x I. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on n (it is obviously true if n = 0 or 1). Choose a 
base point * in s”, and a proper PL-embedding of I onto L c G, running between the two 
copies of * (this is possible since G is path-connected). Take a second derived neighbourhood 
N of L in G, and let dN be the subcomplex of simplexes not meeting L: an easy argument by 
standard duality theorems shows that aN is an orientation-preserving H-cobordism between 
two copies of S”-‘. 
Now extend L, N and aN in the obvious way to S” x I u S” x I u S” x I: see Fig. 2. 
FIG. 2. 
By the inductive hypothesis, we can fill in an H-cobordism J between dN and S”-’ x I. 
Easy Mayer-Vietoris arguments then show that the unions of J with the extension of N, and 
with the closure of its complement, are homology S n”‘~, and so may be filled in by cones; 
moreover the resulting manifold H is an H-cobordism between G and s” x I. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let E be an orientabIe S”-bundle over S’. Then E is trivial. 
Proof. Choose a l-cell C of S’, and write X = cl[S’ - C]. Now by Corollary 3.7 
E(X is trivial: say G :EIXz X x S”. But G ( X u E(C) is an orientation-preserving 
H-cobordism between S” and itself, and so by Theorem 3.8 it is H-cobordant (,‘ relative to 
the ends “) to s” x I. And this H-cobordism provides an extension of G to G : E z S’ x S”. 
A similar argument shows that there is exactly one non-trivial non-orientable S”-bundle 
over S’ (the boundary of the Mobius strip, if n = 0). The details are left to the reader. 
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$4. REPRESEXI-ABILITY 
In this section we shall prove that the isomorphism classes of S”- or P-bundles over a 
homology cell complex K are in (I-I)-correspondence with homotopy classes of maps of 
(KI into a certain classifying space. This is done by the method of [3], and it is first necessary, 
therefore, to extend the definition of bundles to include bundles over A-sets. We shall do 
this only for sphere bundles, but it will be clear how disc bundles over A-sets may be defined. 
Given a A-set X, write X for the category whose objects are the simplexes of X and 
whose morphisms are the face relations: that is, if 0, t E X, then 
Mor(r, a) = ((%, 5, CT)] .#(a) = r>. 
An X-complex is a covariant functor E from X to the category of compact polyhedra and 
PL-embeddings, with the property that, given (i.i, TV, a) and (&, 72, a) in X, 
E(4, rir o)(E(r,)) n E(4 9 TZ > d@(T,)) 
is contained in E(a), and is E(A,, 73, a)(E(r,)) if Im i., n Im 1, = Im 1, # @ (where 
1, “(a) = r,), or is empty if Im I, it Im A2 = a. For example, if P is a compact polyhedron, 
the product X-complex X x P is defined by 
(X x P)(a) = A” x P, (X x P)(A, T, a) = /Ix I, 
(where c E XC”‘). 
If E is an X-complex, and f: Y -+ X is a A-map, the induced Y-complexf*(E) is defined 
by 
f*(E)(4 = XY-0) 
f *(E)(J, 5, 0) = (I., ft, f$. 
Given an X-complex E, let IEj be the space obtained from l,JnZO { {cr} x E(a) 1 c E XC”‘} 
by identifying (a, E(A, r, a)~) with (r, x) for each x E E(T) and (i., 7, 0). Thus for example 
IX x PI = 1x1 x P ( since P is compact); and if K is an ordered simplicial complex, and E 
is a K-complex, then ] E 1 is a space over K, where K is taken to be the homology cell complex 
whose cells are the individual simplexes. 
Definition 4.1. Let X be a A-set. An X-complex E is an S”-bundle ocer X if 
(i) given c E X’“‘, E(o) is an (n + m)-manifold, with boundary E(k), where E(k) = 
IJrkl HA 73 d(Jq4); 
(ii) for each 0 E X’“‘, there exists a Am-complex G such that, for each (2, 7, u) (where 
7 E X”‘), G(A’) is an H-cobordism between E(7) and A’ x S”. Moreover the embeddings 
G(2, 7, a) extend the embeddings E(i., 7, a) and 1 x 1. 
Observe that, if E is an S”-bundle over X, andf: Y+ X is a A map, then f*(E) is an 
P-bundle over Y: it is called the induced bundle. 
The definition of an orientable bundle is the obvious generalization of the definition in 
Section 3. Observe that if E is orientable then so isf*(E). 
Definition 4.2. Given S”-bundles E, F over X, an isomorphism between E and F is an 
X-complex G such that, for each CT E X (m), G(C) is an H-cobordism between E(o) and F(C). 
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Moreover, for each (i., T, a), the embedding G(i., T, cr) extends the embeddings E(i, 7,~) and 
F(i., T, r~). As before, we write G : E g F. 
Observe that, if G : E z F over X, and/: Y -+ X is a A-map, then f*(G) :f*(E) zf*(F) 
over Y. 
In order to prove the representation theorem, we need to know that an isomorphism 
may be taken to be an S”-bundle over a suitable A-set. A rather crude version of this result 
is the following, in which K is an ordered simplicial complex, regarded as a homology cell 
compIex with the individual simplexes as cells, and the unit interval Z is taken to be a cell 
complex with a O-cell at each end, and a l-cell with vertex 112. 
~OPOSITION 4.3. Let G be an isomorp~~is~z between S”-brmdfes ocer K. Then G is an 
S”-bundle over the cell complex K x I. 
Proof. G is certainly a space over K x I: set G(a x 0) = E(a), G(G x I) = G(C), and 
G(a x 1) = I;(o). It remains only to show that G 1 fo x I) z (g x Z) x S”. But if H: F\ c z 
~xs”, [Gl(axI)]xIu(HIcr)xI is a suitable isomorphism (we attach [Gl (G x I)] 
ElCXI G fi x 0 
x [l/2, l] to (Fj a) x I in H x I: this produces El CT z El (r z F( CJ z 0 x s” x 0 and 
Fl~xC0,1/Zl HXl 
Fjo iYE FI CT z u x s” x 1: see Fig. 3). 
f 
En I 
G 
HSC 
L 
Gx 1 
Fx [l/2, 1; 
fx r 
HXI 
fsnsnxr 
FIG. 3. 
An easy Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that this is an isomorphism. 
To improve Proposition 4.3, we wish to be able to “ subdivide” the bundle G over the 
simpIexes of K x I. Subdivision is the reverse process to “amalgamation,” in the sense of 
the next definition. 
Definition 4.4. Let K be a homology cell complex, and let K’ be the subdivision whose 
cells are the individual simplexes of K. Given an S”-bundle E over K’, the amalgamation 
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B(E) over K is defined by setting, for each cell C of K, d(E)(C) = Uatc E(g). Then B(E) 
is an Y-bundle over K, for by Proposition 3.4 each &(E)(C) is a manifold of the right 
dimension, and each El C is trivial by Corollary 3.7, since the cells C are simplicially cotlap- 
sible. 
Observe that E z Fover K’- d(E) 2 -d(F) over K, and that d(E) is orientable if and 
only if E is (an isomorphism between C’ x S” and itself either preserves or reverses the 
orientation of each 0 x S”, c E C). 
Now suppose that K is a homology cell complex, and that L is a cellular subcomplcx 
whose cells are single simplexes: assume also that each cell whose vertex is in L is itself in L. 
THEOREM 4.5. Gicen an S”-brtndte E ocer K. [here exisrs atz S”-bwdle F owr K;‘, such 
thar FI L = E 1 L and si’( F) z E by urz isotnorplristrz extending (E 1 L) x I ocer L. 
Proof. Let a be the “ largest” vertex in K - L. and let M be the cellular subcomplex of 
K obtained by omitting each cell with vertex a. We may assume inductively that we have 
already constructed the required F over M’, so that it is necessary only to extend F over the 
simplexes in the cells of K havin g a as their vertex. We should like to say that d(F) and E 1 Al 
are the same, rather than just isomorphic, and we break off the proof of Theorem 4.5 to 
prove the relevant lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M be a (cellular) subcomplex of K, am/ sttppose gimn at1 S”-bmdle D 
ocer IV, and an isomorplrisrn G : D z E 1 hf. T/ten D and G can be extended to K. 
Proof. This again is proved by induction: we just indicate the inductive step, for which 
we assume that I\ is a cell C, and M is K’. 
Extend D over C by setting D(C) = D x I u G u E (identified along D x I and 
EjaC). This is isomorphic to E (and hence is a bundle over C) by an isomorphism which is 
G over K, and over C is G x I u E x I (identified along E/X x I: see Fig. 4). 
FIG.~. 
To return to the proof of Theorem 4.5, note that, by replacing E by the extension of 
&d(F) provided by Lemma 4.6, we may assume that _rZ (F) = EIM. 
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Now consider the cells of K with a as their vertex, and suppose that their union is LIP, 
where P is a cellular subcomplex of M. Then we have E 1 UP, which over P is d(F), and we 
wish to extend F over the simplexes of UP in such a way that &d(F) g E by an isomorphism 
which is just (El P) x I over P. This is done in two stages, and we first extend F over a 
different cellular decomposition of UP. 
Let Q be the cellular decomposition of UP formed as follows. Take a half-size copy of 
UP in the centre, divided into cells as in K; then divide the outer half into cells C x I, for all 
cells C in P, and subdivide the outside as P’: see Fig. 5, in which for simplicity we assume 
that there is only one cell with vertex u. 
FIG. 5. 
(It is easy to see how to order the vertices of Q.) Over Q, define a new bundle D by D(uP) 
= El UP, D(C x I) = (EIC) x Z, and D 1 P’ = F/ P’. Now d(D), over UP, is plainly isomor- 
phic to ElaP, by an isomorphism which is (El P) x I over P. 
The second stage consists in replacing D by a new bundle whose amalgamation over UP 
is the amalgamation of a bundle over (UP)‘. Now, ifwe knew that D were trivial, we would 
have an isomorphism H: D 2 Q x S”, and we could then replace D by the bundle having 
UP x S” over the half-size copy of UP, C x I x S” u d (HI C‘) over C x I, and F over P’ 
(this is a bundle: HIC’ is a trivial bundle over C’ x Z, since C’ x Z, is cellularly collapsible). 
This new bundle is isomorphic to D, by an isomorphism extending F x I over P’, by the 
isomorphism shown in Fig. 6. Hence the amalgamation of the new bundle is isomorphic 
to EluP by an isomorphism extending (E IP) x I. On the other hand this amalgamation 
is the amalgamation of a bundle over (UP)‘: just replace UP x S” by (UP)’ x S” and 
C x I x s” by C’ x I x S”. Thus we have succeeded in extending F over (UP)‘, and so the 
inductive step, and hence the proof, is complete. 
The only snag in the above argument is that, at first sight, there is no reason why the 
bundle D should be trivial. However, for the immediate application we have in mind, there is 
no difficulty, because in that case Q is cellularly collapsible, and so we can quote Corollary 
3.7 again. In general there is no reason why Q should be collapsible, but the proof of 
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FIG. 6. 
Theorem 4.5 is nevertheless valid; however, we must postpone filling in the hole in the 
proof until after we have proved the representation theorem for bundles over simplicial 
complexes. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let K be an ordered simplicial complex, and let E z F ocer K. Then 
there exists a bundle ocer (K x I)‘, hacing E and Fat its ends. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, the isomorphism between E and F is a bundle over K x I, 
and so by Theorem 4.5 we may replace this bundle by one over (K x I)‘, without changing 
the ends. (The proof of Theorem 4.5 is valid here, since the cells of K x I are of the form CJ 
or 0 x Z, and so D is trivial because Q is clearly cellularly collapsible.) 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let X be a A-set, and let E r F oLrer X. Then there exists a A-set Y, 
such that [Y 1 = 1 X 1 x I and Y has copies of X at each end, and a bundle otter Y that has E 
and F at its ends. 
We are now in a position to prove that the isomorphism classes of bundles over A-sets 
form a representable functor on the category of A-sets and homotopy classes of A-maps. 
The proof follows very closely the proof in [3], and so we give only a brief outline. 
Given an S*-bundle E over a A-set X, the associated principal bundle P(E) is defined by 
P(E)(“) = {h, 1 h, : E(a) z A” x Sn} (where cr E X’“‘), the face maps being defined in the 
obvious way. Define also rc : P(E) - X by n(h,) = 6. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. zz : P(E) -+ X is a Kanjbration. 
Now suppose that we are given a A-map f: b” + P(E), which determines an isomor- 
phism F: (7~f)*E E Am x S”. We can extend E over X v =, A” by setting E(A”) = 
F u (A” x S”). Let ProI’ be the bundle obtained by doing this for every A-map 
f : i\” + f’(E) (for all m), and define 
Prol’(E) = Prol’(Prol’-‘(E)) 
Pro](E) = fi Proi’( 
,= I 
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PROPOSITION 4.10. BProl(E) (the base of Prol(E)) is Kun, and P(Prol(E)) is Km and 
contractible. 
NOW write AH,(X) for the set of isomorphism classes of S”-‘-bundles (or D”-bundles) 
over X, let H(n) be the (Kan) A-semigroup of which a typical m-simplex is an isomorphism 
between A”’ x s”-’ and itself, and write 
BH(n) = BProl &O 
EH(n) = PProl E’ 
y = Pro1 E’, 
where E’ is the bundle A0 x s”-’ over A’. Define a natural transformation T: [ , BH(n)] -+ 
AH,( ) by T(f) =f*(u): this is well-defined, since given homotopic mapsf, g : X -+ Y, and a 
bundle E over Y, the homotopy F between f and g induces F*(E) over X@ I, which is 
clearly an isomorphism between f*(E) and g*(E). 
THEOREM 4.11. T is a natural equicalence. 
Proof. To show that T: [AT, BH(n)] ---f AH,(X) is onto, let E be a bundle over X, and 
let E + be E u E’ over the disjoint union X + = X u A’. Consider the diagram 
XII--, BProl(E) 
BProl( EC) -+PProl(Ef) 
T T i3 T Ao --tBH(n) --y- EH(n). 
Since PProl(E ‘) and EH(n) are contractible, i, is a homotopy equivalence. Let 
/z : BProl(E ‘) --t BH(n) 
be a homotopy inverse: then it is easy to see that (hi2 i,)*y E E. 
To show that T is (l-l), consider a bundle E over X, and a subcomplex Y of X such 
that E/Y =f*y, for some A-map f: Y + BH(n). A similar argument to the above shows that 
there exists g : X -+ BH(n), extending f, such that E z g*y. In particular, then, given two 
maps f, g : X + BH(n), such that f*y r g*y, by Corollary 4.8 the isomorphism may be 
assumed to be a bundle over 2, where \Z( = ( X) x I : thus there is a A-map h: Z + BH(n) 
havingfand g at its ends. Hence lJ[ N 191, and since BH(n) is Kan we have f = g. 
We could of course carry out the above argument, using oriented bundles throughout, 
to prove that T: [ BSH(n)] -+ SAH,( ) is a natural equivalence, where SH(n) has as 
typical m-simplex an ‘orientation-preserving isomorphism between A” x S”-’ and itself, 
and SAH,(X) denotes the orientation-preserving isomorphism classes of oriented D”- or 
S”-‘- bundlesover X. By Corollary 3.8, n,(BSH(n)) = 0 for all II. (Similarly n,(BH(n)) z Z,). 
Since BH(n) is Kan, it follows from the results of [3) that [X, BH(n)] = [IX/, jBH(n)l]. 
In particular this means that AH,( ) is a representable functor on the category of polyhedra 
and continuous maps. Similar remarks apply to oriented bundles. 
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It remains oniy to prove the representation theorem for bundles over homology 
cell complexes. We do this by showing that the set of isomorphism classes of bundles over a 
ceil complex K is in (I-1)-correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of bundles 
over the “ simplicial subdivision ” K’, and the main step here is to complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. Recall that, in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we constructed a bundle D over Q, 
the cell complex shown in Fig. 5, and we have to prove that D is trivial. 
Now we may orient the bundle Ej UP as follows. Let aL be the cell that contains a in its 
interior, and choose G, : El aL g aL x S” arbitrarily. Another cell a,V, with a as vertex, 
must contain uL, and so we can choose G,,, : El uhf E UM x S”, so that G, and G,,, together 
induce the identity isomorphism of H,(uL x Y). 
Since El aP is orientable, it is easy to see that D is. 1Moreover we can collapse Q cellularly 
onto a cellular subcomplex X, say, where dim X = dim Q - 1, R,(X) = R,(Q) = 0, and 
D 1 X is orientable. But we may assume by induction on dimension that D j X is the amalga- 
mation of an orientable bundle over the “ simplicial subdivision” X’, and since n,(X) = 0 
and n,(BSH(n + 1)) = 0, Theorem 4.11 and standard obstruction theory show that DIX is 
trivial. Hence by Corollary 3.6 D is trivial also, and this is sufficient to complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let K be u honlology cell complex. Then d : AH,(K’) --+ AH,(K) is a 
(1-l )-correspondence. 
Proof By Theorem 4.5 (with L = a), _PI’ is onto. On the other hand, given E and Fover 
K’, such that Z&‘(E) z d(F) over K, an obvious modification of Theorem 4.5 yields a bundle 
over (K x I)’ that has E and Fat its ends: hence E g F and d is (l-1). 
Thus AH,(K) is in (I-1)-correspondence with [IKl, jBH(tI)l]. Similarly, there is a 
(1-1)-correspondence between SAHJK) and [\Kl, jBSH(n)j]. 
$5. NORMAL BUNDLES 
Let M be an m-dimensional homology manifold, property PL-embedded in a q-dimen- 
sional homology manifold Q. We show in this section that there exists a normal D4-m- 
bundle to &I in Q, whose isomorphism class depends only on the PL-concordance class of 
the embedding. 
Suppose that M and Q are triangulated so that M is a full subcomplex of Q (write M, Q 
also for the underlying simplicial complexes). Take duaI cell complexes, so that for each 
simplex cr of M we have D(a, M) c D(a, Q), and if r~ E dh4 we also have D(a, dM> c 
D(a, dQ>. Construct a space E over M by taking E(D(a, M)) = D(u, Q) and E(D(a, dM)) = 
E(c, dQ), so that the total space E is the simplicial neighbourhood N(M’, Q’) (and E) dM’ = 
N(dM’, I~Q’)). We shall see that E is actually a D4-” -bundle over the dual cell decomposition 
of M. 
Now each D(a, Q) is certainly a manifold of appropriate dimension, and by the proof 
of Proposition 3.4 E(dD(a, M)) is a submanifold of c?D(G, Q) of codimension 0; similar 
remarks apply to D(a, 8Q). Thus Definition 3.1 (i) is satisfied, and it remains only to 
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establish (ii). By the proof of Proposition 3.3 it is sufficient to show that the “ boundary ” E 
satisfies the corresponding condition for S4-“-’ -bundles (note that the total space of E is 
aN(M’, Q’)). 
We establish (ii) by induction on q, supposing that it is true whenever the manifold Q 
has dimension less than q (the induction starts with dim Q = 0). The detailed work proceeds 
as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M, Q be homology spheres of dimensions (m - I), (q - 1) re- 
pectively, where M is a full subcomplex of Q. Then aN(M’, Q’) is a trivial S4-m-i-bundle, 
and there exists a trivialization G: aN(M’, Q’)g M’ x S q- m- 1 that extends to an H-cobordism 
between cl[Q’ - N(M’, Q’)] and CM x Sq-“-‘. 
Proof. Write E = aN(M’, Q’). Choose a vertex a of M, and remove D(a, M), D(a, Q); 
let X = cl[M’ - D(a, M)], Y = cl[Q’ - D(a, Q)]. Now it is easy to see that E(X = 
aN(X, Y) is an orientable S - 4 m-‘-bundle, and since R,(X) = 0 it follows that EIX is 
trivial: say J: EIXZ X x SqWm-‘. 
Let 2 = cl[ Y - N(X, Y)], an H-cobordism between aN(X, Y) and a manifold T, say, 
in a Y: see Fig. 7. 
FIG.~. 
We can extend J to an H-cobordism between Z and CM x Sq-m-l, by glueing together 
Z x I and J x I as shown in Fig. 8, and composing with the H-cobordism between 
x x Ix Sq-m--l and CM x Sq-m-‘, constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.4 (this pro- 
duces J composed with X x Z x S - 4 m-x between aN(X, Y) and X x SqMm-r: call this 
isomorphism G). 
Now 2 = cl[Q’ - N(M’, Q’)], and aZ = aN(M’, Q’), so that we have an isomorphism 
G : E g M’ x S‘t-m-l, with an extension to an H-cobordism between cl[Q’ - N(M’, Q’)] 
and CM x Sq--m-l. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let M, Q be manifolds of dimensions m, n, respectively, where M is 
properly embedded as a full subcomplex of Q. Then E = aN(M’, Q’) is an S4-“-‘-bundle 
over the dual celi subdivision of M. 
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Proof. We have already remarked that it is sufficient to prove (ii) of Definition 3.1. 
But this is immediate from Proposition 5.1, since if a is a vertex of M, aD(a, M) and 
aD(a, Q) are homology spheres of dimensions (m - 1) (4 - 1) respectively (if a E CAM, we 
use a slight but obvious modification of Proposition 5.1: remove D(a, 8M), D(a, 8Q) from 
D(a, M), D(a, Q) respectively). 
Thus the inductive step is complete. 
Definition 5.3. The Dq-m-bundle E = N(M’, Q’) is called the normal bundle of M in Q, 
and if Q = M x M, where M is embedded as the diagonal, the corresponding normal bundle 
is called the tnngent bundle of M. 
Observe that, by construction, the restriction to 8M of the normal bundle of M in Q, 
is the normal bundle of aM in aQ. 
It remains to establish uniqueness. Now by Theorem 4.12 the normal bundle of M in Q 
corresponds to a unique isomorphism class of DqWm -bundles over the simplicial complex 
M’, and hence by Theorem 4.11 to a unique homotopy class of mapsf: M -+ ( BH(q - m)l. 
THEOREM 5.4. The homotopy class off depends only on the PL-concordance class of the 
embedding of M in Q. In particular, it is independent of the particular triangulations of M and 
Q. 
Proof. The concordance gives a simplicial embedding of a triangulation of M x I in a 
triangulation of Q x I. Take dual cell subdivisions of M x I and Q x I (these are both 
manifold triads), and let the corresponding normal bundles of (triangulations of) M x 0 
in Q x 0, M x I in Q x I and M x 1 in Q x 1 be E,, E and E1 respectively. Now subdivide 
E by Theorem 4.5, so as to obtain a bundle F over the simplexes of a triangulation of M x I, 
having “ simplicial subdivisions ” F, , F1 of E, , E1 respectively at its ends. By Theorem 4.11, 
there exist maps f,, fi : M + IBH(q - m)I, such that F, E f,*(y), F1 g fi*(r), and by ghteing 
these isomorphisms onto F we obtain a bundle over a triangulation of M x I, that has 
f,*(y) and fi*(y) at its ends. But then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.11, there exists a map 
g : M x I-+ lBIi(q - m)l, extending fb and fi, that is, providing a homotopy between f, and 
f;. 
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Finally, we prove an analogue of the Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem (we are 
grateful to the referee for suggestin, 0 this result). Let M be an m-dimensional proper sub- 
manifold of a q-dimensional manifold Q, and let E be a D-“-bundle over a homology cell 
decomposition K of M that has d:lil as a subcomplex. Suppose E is PL-embedded in Q as a 
neighbourhood of M, so that E n 28 = EIZM; letf: M --* ]BH(q - m)l be a classifying map 
for 2. 
THEOREM 5.5. f is homotopic to the classifving map of the normal bundle of M in Q, SO 
that the homotopy class off depends only on the concordance class of the embedding of ICI in Q. 
Proof. Triangulate Q so that each cell C of K, and the corresponding E(C), is a sub- 
complex; then subdivide once. A4 is now triangulated as a full subcomplex of Q, and so 
we can take dual cells to this triangulation, and hence obtain a normal bundle F over the 
dual cell decomposition L of M. 
Now let P be the subdivision of the cell complex L whose cells are all those of form 
C n D, where C is a cell of K and D is a cell of L. There is a corresponding “ subdivision ” 
of F over P, G say, defined by G(C n D) = E(C) n F(D) (this is a bundle, since G(C n D) is 
part of the normal bundle of C in E(C)). Further subdivide G, by Theorem 4.5, over the 
simplexes of P (or L), and let g : hf --f IBH(q - m)j be a classifying map for this subdivision. 
Since d(G) = F over L, g is a classifying map for the normal bundle of M in Q. 
On the other hand we can amalgamate G over K, since by the representation theorem 
each G IC. is trivial. And this amalgamation is isomorphic to E, since for each cell C, 
cl[E(C) - &(G)(C)] provides an H-cobordism between the “ boundaries” &(C)(C) and 
E(C). It follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.11 that the classifying maps of G and E are 
homotopic; that is, g -J 
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